
 
   

MEET THE 
GOVERNORS

As you may know, Woodmansey CE Primary has not only been through some leadership changes but the 
Governing Body has seen big changes over the last couple of years. It is important that as parents and 
carers you are aware of the people within the team that governs the school and what their role is. 
Governance has taken a different direction in recent years but essentially they are to: 
• ensure the school continues to raise standards 
• ensure clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction  
• holding executive leaders to account for the educational performance of the organisation and its pupils, and 

the performance management of staff  
• overseeing the financial performance of the organisation and making sure its money is well spent. 

Over the coming months, we hope to provide you with a governor biography for each member so you can get 
to know their faces and understand their role within the governing body.

Corrine Fawcett 

Parent Governor 

Safeguarding, Health & Safety and 
Premises Committee 

Hi, I'm Corrine, feel free to call me Corry.

The East Riding holds a special place for me, having lived and worked here, on and off, for nearly 30 years.


My daughter Rowan is in year 4. It makes her happy knowing she walks the same school floors as her Grandad and his 
siblings. Woodmansey CE Primary means more to her than just being part of her history. The school feels like family to 
her, a place to belong. Where she feels safe, she is seen for who she is and supported with compassion, kindness and 
acceptance.


After a varied career working in the Civil Service and Local Authorities, I changed direction when my Nan was 
diagnosed with dementia in 2007. I gained qualifications in Social/Behaviour Studies and Social Work before going on 
to develop volunteering projects and delivering training for the Alzheimer's Society.


More recently I have helped care for my parents-in-law who both had dementia and I began my training in 
psychotherapy, specialising in Transactional Analysis.


I volunteer clinical hours at Valued Minds, part of Space2bheard, which offers psychotherapy to people with lower 
incomes, making psychotherapy more accessible to the community. 


I am also working towards setting up my practice and I am a member of the United Kingdom Council for Psychotherapy 
(UKCP).


Being an adoptive parent has some particular challenges. As we bond and grow together as a family, I can see we all 
have the capacity for positive change. I believe mental health and life scripts develop in childhood, so a child with good 
mental health and positive attachments is likely to carry this through to adulthood.


When I am not studying I love to get out walking in the countryside. I love to travel too. I admit to liking snacks and 
Netflix more than I ought to, so I like to cycle and swim whenever I can. 


I look forward to my time as a Parent Governor for Woodmansey CE Primary. Please say hi when you see me on the 
school run. 


